Running a Maze Orienteering Challenge
What is a Maze Orienteering Challenge?
A Maze Challenge is a simple yet effective way
to get people running around and having fun,
developing basic map skills and getting a taste of
orienteering. It can be organized in a small space
with a minimum of resources and people of all
ages and abilities can have a go. Participants are
given a map of a maze that you have constructed
with some kind of barrier and have to navigate
around a specified course as quickly as possible.
What do I need to run a Maze Orienteering Challenge?
 Area: anything from 10mx10m to 30mx30m for a real challenge! A rectangle of flat
tarmac or grass is ideal but other shapes, obstacles and slopes can be incorporated into
your maze design if necessary.
 Barriers: The maze can be built from crowd barriers, stakes and tape/rope or more
creative solutions depending on items that you have to hand.
 Electronics: Using electronic timing is a big hit with participants if you can arrange to
borrow a set from a local club or Participation Manager.
 Administration: A shelter eg tent is useful to cater for registration and results.
 Courses: you will need a map of your maze to make up your course. Ideally you will plan
3-4 different courses to cope with different abilities but also to give the opportunity to
have another go. Use a red triangle to show the start, a double circle to show the end
and red circles to mark the controls, linked by straight red lines. See the examples below
for ideas.
 Competitive element: this could be run as a competition
with prizes for a fastest time, a leader board or possibly a
challenge time – aim to beat a set time or local celebrity’s
attempt.
 Manpower: for a large event, allow approx. 5 man hours’
setup plus around 4 volunteers to run the event
Where can I find more information?



Refer to the examples below
Get in touch with your local orienteering club for advice.
They can be found through our web site,
www.britishorienteering.org.uk

With thanks to Steve McLean - a maze used at Sport City in Manchester:

With thanks to North Wiltshire Orienteers: examples from their aMAZEing Orienteering project,
supported by Sport England:

Maze

Islands

N.W.O. used plastic stakes and flexible mesh to construct their maze which attracted a large
number of participants of all ages in their local park.

